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About This Game

Allwheel.online gives the player the opportunity to feel like a rally car pilot, as well as independently or in company with friends
to overcome off-road relying on their skills and mutual assistance.

System of deep car tuning.
Adjust the suspension, wheels, engine, and almost anything to ensure optimal results during the race.

An integral part of the game and its main feature is the contract system. A contract is a agreement entered into by a player with
an in-game company, an existing community of players (clan), or other source. This contract provides the player with in-game
currency, discounts for upgrades or higher-quality modules, but requires them to fulfill certain conditions, such as taking prizes

in future races or not cooperating with other sponsors. For non-fulfillment of a contract, certain penalties are imposed on the
player, either in exchange or limiting the possibility of concluding new contracts.

Clans.
Team up with friends to help each other, compete together in championships and form the strongest team in Allwealon.online!

Create your own rallying team.
Best specialists will enchance your cars performance, and together with your skill lead your team to success with each season.

Game mods.
Weekly and monthly tournaments, short 5-7 minutes races or half hour-long marathons, everyone can find here place he wants

to be in.
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Title: Allwheel.online
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
OctoBox interactive
Publisher:
OctoBox interactive
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3500 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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